Indira Gandhi National Centre For The Arts (IGNCA)
Regional Centre, Vadodara

In collaboration with
Urmic School and Hostel

PRAVAH
A Festival of IGNCA Films

16th, 17th & 18th September, 2019
6.00 pm - 9.00 pm

DAY 1 — OPENING FILM - REJUVENATING THE ARTS - A FILM ON IGNCA
LEELA IN KHERIYA - DIRECTED BY MOLLY KAUSHAL
MIGHTY BRAHMA PUTRA - DIRECTED BY BAPPA RAY

DAY 2 — KASHI GANGA VISHWESHWARAI - DIRECTED BY RADHIKA CHANDRASEKHAR
THE MAGIC OF MAKING AN IGNCA DOCUMENTARY ON K.G SUBRAMANYAN
- DIRECTED BY GOUTAM GHOSE

DAY 3 - PAVITRA BHUGOL - DIRECTED BY SIDHARTH KAK
KASHI KI AITIHASIKTA - DIRECTED BY ARJUN PANDEY
CLOSING FILM - BALI YATRA — THEY SAY, THEY CAME FROM INDIA - DIRECTED BY DR GAUTAM CHATTERJEE

Venue: Urmic School & Hostel, Sama Savli Road, Near Flyover, Sama. Vadodara.
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